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Abstract. We present here an investigation of the degree to which mixing properties
can be shown to lift to cocycle extensions of an ergodic map by Z" and W weakly
mixing actions. A number of other results on such extensions are also included.

Let (T, X, 3F, /i) be an ergodic measure preserving transformation of a Lebesgue
probability space. Let G be Z" or R", where n can be finite or countably infinite,
and S = {Sg}gsO a measurable, measure preserving free action of G on the Lebesgue
space (Y, % v). By a G-cocycle/(x, n) over T we mean a measurable map/: X xZ->
G satisfying

fix, n, + n2) =/(Tn'(x), n2) +f(x, it,)

i.e.

We will abbreviate/(x, 1) as/(x), the generating function of the cocycle.
The 'S,/-extension' of T is, then

i"(x,y) = (Tn(x),SfUn)(y)),

a measure preserving invertible map of (X x Y, 2Fx % fi. x. v).

Sg(x,y) = (x,Sg(y))

also gives an action of G on this space, commuting with T.
This kind of cocycle construction has arisen in many contexts, most especially

where G is compact, or where G = Z. Much is known about compact cocycle
extensions [PI], [Rl], [R2]. Our motivation here is to investigate the degree to
which these results extend to Z" or R" extensions, most especially the degree to
which mixing properties of T must lift to T. The two mixing properties for which
we can prove results are weakly mixing and the K property, because both can be
defined by disjointness from a certain class of maps [F] (pure point spectrum, and
0-entropy), and simultaneously by the lack of a factor map in this class. Hence our
analysis turns to an investigation of how certain factor actions of T can arise.

We now define the necessary notions for our work, and state and discuss the
results we will prove, postponing the proofs of the main results to the appendix.
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584 D. J. Rudolph

As is standard, we say a sequence of measure preserving maps [/, converges
w

weakly to U( -*) if for any set A e f ,

As our measure space is separable, it is enough to check the convergence on a
generating collection of sets.

We say a G-action 5 is 'partially rigid' [F-W] if there is a non-trivial set A and
elements g, e G, g, -/-»id but

0.

As for our purposes G is abelian, the collection of all sets for which

v(Sgi(A)AA) -> 0,
i

g, fixed, is an 5-invariant <7-algebra. We call this a rigid factor of S.
If S is a mixing G-action, then S is its own weak closure and has no rigid factors.

On the other hand if S is not weakly mixing, it must have rigid factors. There are,
though, weakly mixing Z" and Reactions with rigid factors.

A 'complementary algebra' « c ^ x ^ is a non-trivial cr-algebra, invariant under
both T and Sg, ge G and a S.9. Our main results concern what the existence of#
such an algebra forces.

THEOREM 1. Assume Tis weakly mixing, S a weakly mixing G-action, fa measurable
cocycle into G and T the corresponding S, f-extension. If there is a complementary
algebra a, then

where the isomorphism map, defined fiXv a,e., is of the form

S and Ux are in the weak closure of'S\a, and Ux(y) is bimeasurable.

The results that interest us we prove as corollaries of this.

C O R O L L A R Y 2. Under the assumptions of theorem 1, if S also has no rigid factors,

then there is a measurable map (f>; X-» G and constant ceG with

i.e. f differs from a constant by a coboundary.

Proof. As S is its own weak closure, on all factors,

for some c e G, and

4> measurable. As S\a is free,

•
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Z" and W cocycle extensions 585

We can give the constant c in this result an alternate description as follows. If
/ e L'(M) w e know

-"lf(TJ(x))

converges in n to \fdfi.
We define a weaker notion of L'(/A) ' ('almost L'(/i)') as those functions/; X-* G

so that for a.e. x there is a sequence H,(X) -^ of full density and

-J-:"iI)~1/(^(x))
nAx) j = 0

converges to some finite value.
It is easy to argue that the limit is measurable, is independent of which sequence

of full density is chosen hence is T- invariant and so constant a.e.
If / e Ll{fi)' we write this limit as \fdfx'.

LEMMA 3. Iffe L](M) ' and g(x)-f(x) = <f>(T(x))-<f>(x) then ge L\n)' and

Proof. Fix £<0 and choose a set A and bound b with /JL(A)> I — e and for
xeA,\<j)(x)\<b. Now let nf(x) be those values that are both an w>(x) and have
T"'(x)eA. It follows that

7t(x)H% giP{x))

converges in i to \ fd/u.'. Diagonalizing over a sequence of e's -> 0 completes the result.

•
Using the techniques of [R3], (dJ-R] one can in fact show tha t /e L\fi)' iff there
is a bounded g and measurable 4> satisfying

We leave this argument to the interested reader.

COROLLARY 4. Under the assumptions of corollary 1, we must have fe L'(/A) ' and

A.

COROLLARY 5. IfTis weakly mixing and S has no rigid factors and T is ergodic, then
A.

T must be weakly mixing.
Proof. Assuming T is not weakly mixing, let a be the cr-algebra generated by the

X A A A

point spectrum of T. We must have T{a) = a and Sg{a)=a as 5g commutes with
T. Further, as T\a has pure point spectrum and T\9 is weakly mixing, alS". Hence
a is a complementary algebra. We conclude

Defining
^(x,y) = (x,SMx

' i = T xsc.
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586 D. J. Rudolph

If Sc is ergodic, as S is weakly mixing, T is also. If Sc is non-ergodic, T is non-ergodic,
and we are done. •

COROLLARY 6. If T is a K-automorphism and S has no rigid factors then T is either
isomorphic to Tx Sc for some ce G or Tis X.

Proof. Same as for corollary 5 but assuming T is not X, let a be the Pinsker algebra
off. •

Here are some special cases of this result.

COROLLARY 7. If both T and S are K-systems and T is ergodic, then T is X.

Proof. By corollary 6 if f is not X, then f s Tx Sc. If this is not X, c = 6 and f is
non-ergodic. D

COROLLARY 8. If T is a K-automorphism S has no rigid factors, / eL ' ( /x) ' and
| fdfj,' = 0, then if T is ergodic, it must be K.

Proof. If T is not K, we know T=TxSc where c = ) fd/x' = 0, so T is non-ergodic.

•
Either of corollaries 7 or 8 provides insight into the X-ness of the now famous
T, T"1 map [Kal] and the work of Meilijson [M], as it says K-ness in these cases
is not so delicate a property, following simply from ergodicity.

C O R O L L A R Y 9. If both T and S are K-systems and either f£Ll(/x)' or J / d /u . ' #O ,

then T must be K.

The T, T"1 map shows that the Bernoulli property cannot replace the X-property
in corollaries 7 and 8. If G = Z, 5 is Bernoulli, / e L'(/t)' but \fdp. V 0 it is a nice
exercise to show T is Bernoulli. What happens when/£ Ll(p)'? Another interesting
question is to what degree the strong mixing property can replace the X-property
in these results. Complementary algebra arguments, of course, don't apply.

We now investigate the role of partial rigidity in these results.

THEOREM 10. For any aperiodic T and partially rigid free Z" or R" action S there is
anfe Ll{ix) so that the S, f-extension T is non-ergodic but

has no measurable solution <j> a.e.

This is a fairly simple construction. It is still true that a = (algebra of f invariant
sets) is a complementary algebra and f\gi><a= Txid, so S = id is in S but the Ux

are not, but only in the weak closure of S. Using the cocycle generated by f(x) =
f(x) + c easily gives an example where S = Sc. This leads to the interesting possibility
that perhaps only assuming S weakly mixing forces S e S. It is also easily seen from
the construction that J fc d/x = c. It is not difficult, under the conditions of theorem
10 to construct a cocycle / > 0 with the S,/-extension T once more non-ergodic.
Our next result says, though, that this forces f^V
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Z" and W cocycle extensions 587

THEOREM 11. Under the conditions of theorem 1, if S = Sce S andfe L'(/u,)" then

fd/j,' = c.

Furthermore, if S and T are such that whenever:

(i) \fdjx- = Q;and

(ii) a complementary algebra exists; then

It follows that whenever:
(i) /eL,(/i)-; and

(ii) a complementary algebra exists; then

S = Sc, c •

We can refine our question about whether 5 £ 5, then as follows. First, can there
be a n / e L'(/Lt)' so that T has a complementary algebra, 5 is ergodic but \fdp' = 01
If not, then whenever/e L,(/A) ', SeS. Second, allowing/to be outside L^ix)' can
we obtain a complementary algebra with Si SI

Our interest in investigating these issues arose from a study of the deep construc-
tion of Katok [A-Kat], [Kat] of a smooth K-automorphism that is not Bernoulli
and a desire to understand the degree to which his proof of X-ness was true for
purely measure algebra reasons. What is clear from our work is that in fact the
smooth theory is essential to his proof, as his choice for S is necessarily rigid. Our
last result will demonstrate this even more strongly, by showing that when X is a
compact metric space continuity of the cocycle can be assumed in the construction
in theorem 2.

THEOREM 12. Let si be an algebra of real valued functions satisfying:
(i) si is dense in Ll(n);

(ii) si is closed under uniform convergence; and
(iii) if \g\ < a, then for any e > 0 there is anfe si, \\f— g\\, < e and \f\ < a.

We conclude that for any g e L^/u.), there is an fe si and <f>:X -*U satisfying

Of course the algebra si that is most natural is the algebra of continuous functions
where X is a compact metric space and fi a Borel measure.

Thus in theorem 1 if we chose T to be a hyperbolic map of a compact metric
space, S a smooth rigid flow as constructed in [A-Kat] then the cocycle constructed
in theorem 2 can, by theorem 2, be assumed continuous. It cannot be made C1

though, as Katok, [Kat] has shown that in this case the coboundary equation

must have a solution.
Height functions in the representation of flows under a function are also cocycles

with the added requirement that they be positive. Parry [P2] and Kocergin [Ko]
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588 D. /. Rudolph

have obtained results concerning continuous time changes of flows on compact
metric spaces. This yields a natural question: does a version of theorem 12 exist
where the cocycles are required to be positive? Such a theorem can probably be
obtained via the method we have used. The author has been informed that Kocergin
has proved such a result, but has been unable to find a reference.

Appendix

Proof of theorem 1. As 31 a, for any A e a,

almost everywhere. For a set 5 6 X x Y, let

Sx = {y\(x,y)eS}.

Select a countable dense algebra of sets « o c a, invariant under a countable dense
subset of S, and then a T-invariant subset Xo of full measure so that for all Aea
and x € Xo,

For each xeX0, let ax be the completion in {Y, &, v) of the algebra {Ax}A£ao, an
S-invariant sub-cr-algebra of &.

If Ax 6 ax, and A1 e a0 are a sequence of sets with

HK A Ax) -» 0,

then for all x' e Xo, Ax. must converge uniformly to some Ax.. Hence defining «., e «
as the algebra of sets uniformly approximable on Xo by sets in a0,

ax = {Ax\Aeal}.

Now ax is not a complete algebra, but any set in a is within measure zero of one
in «•!, and «i is clearly T and Sg invariant.

For x 6 Xo, let vx: ax -* «, be the set map taking A< -> A, clearly measure preserving
and invertible mod 0 sets, and vxSg = 5g7rx as a is S invariant.

As Xo is a Lebesgue space, for a.e. x there are sets C,(x) in a countable algebra
with P|, Ci(x) = x and if x, 6 C,(x) then TT"1 -^TT"1 on a.

Let x0 be such a point, C, = C,(x0), and let

be a set map «Xo^«Xo. For any Aeax,

A= U (x,

SO

Letting iA(B x A) = B x AXo, a set map from
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Z" and W cocycle extensions 589

and first note

f"(A)= U (T"(X),IT-T\X)ITXO(S"(AXO)))
MX

= U (Tn(x),Sf(x,n)(n;>7rX0(AX0)).
xeX

Select x,(i) and x2(i)e C, and n, so that

T">{Xl(i)), T"-+1(x2(i))eQ.

This is possible as T is weakly mixing. Thus

and

and
•S/(x2(i),ni + l-/(x,(i),nl) ~* S O

For a.e. x we can select n, with Tn|(jc) e C, and now

or
7r^l7rr".(x)(^r17J-x0(^x0)) = 5/(X)M.)

We conclude TTXO^T"'^^^^,, is in the weak closure of S. But as

77~17rXo is in the weak closure of S and now as the weak closure of S is abelian, all

ax=aXo. _ _ _ ,

Restrict S to the algebra «*„ = a, and define i/r(x, y) = (x, l/x( ><)), Ux = vx ITXO

y)=t(x,TT-'7rXo{y))

= (T(x),SfMvx
1vXo(y))

and we are done. That Ux(y) is bimeasurable follows from the weak convergence
of 77^' to 77X on Cj(x). D

Proof of theorem 10. First let c, be a sequence of values, C;+i>2£j=o c,-, and A a
set of measure ^ with

Select n, so large that X°°=] cjn,,<co, Hi/n1+, < l /(100x2'+ 1) . Using the Rochlin
lemma for T, find sets B, with £,, 7"(B,),..., T2n-"1(B,) all disjoint

1( 211,-1

U
j = 0

TJ(Bt.
100x2'

Let At = Bi,Ai=T"i~1(Bi). As ^(At) = fJ-(A^)< 1/(100x2') a point x is, almost
surely, in only finitely many At and AJ. Hence
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are finite sets. Define

i£/+(x) is/ (X)

Thinking inductively, what we do is to take the Oth level of the ith tower and to
however/ has already been defined, we add a further c,, and at level n, - 1 , halfway
up the tower, we subtract this value off again.

As

f
J

^ 1 C,/n,< oo,

fe L'(/A). It is clear J/d/x = 0. From our discussion it is also clear that

f(x,n)= I c , - X cf,

where

(* ,«)= <

xe U
\j=0

^y, TB(x)e

U r(Bi),T"(x)e

What matters is that each c, occurs at most once in each sum, but we also note that
the index sets I+(x, n) and I~(x, n) are disjoint. Thus

Let A = X x A and now

(LXV(fn(A)AA)= I
Jx

So computing

JA n j=0

= - 1 H*v(TJ(A)nA)
n 1

A

But if T were ergodic, then by the mean ergodic theorem,
f 1 - '

lim — X XA\T \X, y)) d/x x v
"-*00

 JA n j=o
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Z" and W cocycle extensions 591

and we conclude T is not ergodic. Let a be the algebra of T-invariant sets. This is
a complementary algebra and using theorem 1, 5 = id.

It remains to see that/(x) = 4>(T(x)) -<£(x) has no measurable solution. Assume
that it does. Pick a bound b so large that for x e B, n(B) > 0.9, |<£(*)| < b. Let

Dt = "(J TJ({x\ieI+{x) but i'£I*{Tk{x)) if 0=sfc<n, and f >/}).
j=0

This is the set of points in the lower half of the ith tower which never have any
further c,'s added on to the value of/

Let

£>r= Li ' r ( { x | i 6 / " ( x ) but / ' ^ ^ ( r ^ x ) ) if Mjsfc<2«, and i'>«

This is the corresponding set of points in the upper half of the ith tower,

fi{DT) > 0.9(1)

Now choose i so large that c, > 4b. We know

and

Thus

and there is an xe B+, Tn'(x)eB-

\f(x, n,)| =

"(B+

. But

J,

I n B

now

Cj>

")>0.2,

- I. CJ
j e l (x,n)

ct/2>2b.

But

which is a conflict, and we are done. •

Proof of theorem 11. Suppose 5 = 5C, ce G and w.l.o.g. we can assume a = 3F. Let
/(x) =/(x) — c and define a new map

f (x, >-) = (T(x), Sfix)-C(y)) = S-e" ^(x, y).

As S(«) = «.,« is a complementary algebra for f and in fact

= ( idxS_ c ) ° (TxS c )=Txid ,

and 7 is non-ergodic with a its algebra of invariant sets. By theorem 1, ip(x,y) =
(x, Ux(y)), where Ux is in the weak closure of 5. Select a set Aea, fx{A)=\ and
for each x,c(x)eG with
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e to be chosen later. Define

f(x,n)=f{x,n)-c(x) + c{T"(x)),

f(x,y) = (T(x),Shx)(y))
A y * A.

Letting ip{x, y) = (x, Scix){y)), Tijj=ijJT and so f is also non-ergodic with com-
plementary algebra ijj(a). In fact (/>(«) is weakly close to X x $ as we compute

i>(STUn)(A) A A)=v(Sclrlx»°SAx)°S-c(x)(A) A UT"(x)Snx)Ul\A))

v{S-elx)for a.e. x.
Now suppose j /d juVO, which w.l.o.g. we assume is >0. Hence f(x, «,(*)) =

Z"=o' ' f(TJ(x)) is asymptotically «,(x) jfd/x', and furthermore

As S is weakly mixing, select e so small that

has zero density in G, (the set of n for which ix(Sn(A) A A) = 2/J.(A)(1 - fi{A))± e
has full density in G). Next select a so small that if |c|<d then

n(Sc(A)AA)<e.

Selectavalue N, N fd/j.'> 10a, so that for a set B, /x(B)>0.9, if xe B and n> N

then

# >0.9,
n

and if n,(x)> n then

Now pick x0 € B and define inductively a sequence x, e 2? all in the positive orbit
of x by x1+1 = r"'+1(x,), where

i

is the smallest such value iV so that Ta'+1(x,) e B. Now

aj+, = nja+l)(Xi) > iV> 10a,
and

/(xl,al+1) = flJ+1 J /dM*(l±0.1

Let bj =£ j = 1 a* and now
i - l

f(xo,bi)= I f{Xi,at)
j = 0

and the intervals

are all disjoint. Further, as all bt = nfc(j+1)(x:0), (J, ̂  c I-
We now show Ui Ji has positive density by showing sup bn/ n <oo, as then the

fraction of [0,/(x0, bn) + a) occupied by U" = i J> i s asymptotically at least
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Z" and R" cocycle extensions 593

2an/bn J r / ( l . l ) > 0 , which is in conflict with / having zero density. To see
sup bjn <oo, notice that any value j , bn + N <j<bn+1, either is not an nk(x0), is
not an nk(xn), or is not in B. This is a block of Oj-N indices in [0, bn]. In the
entire block [0, bn], the fraction of indices not an nk(x0) is (O.l)bn, and in each
block bj^ to bj the fraction of indices not an nfc(x,-_i) is at most (O.l)a,. We conclude

>(i {aj-N)-(Q.2)bn),

and so for n sufficiently large
(0.1)bv (0.8)bn

n n

as N/0.7> £>„/«. Thus we must conclude

-N

or

The second half of the theorem is very simple. Letting

r = TS-ifdll,

hence still preserves a. As /d/n = 0,

hence

Proof of theorem 12.

LEMMA 13. T ^ andf2 are two R cocycles and there is a bound b and set A, /x(A) > 0,
so that whenever x, T"{x) e A, then

\Mx,n)-f2(x,n)\<b,

then there is a measurable 4> with

Proof. Let
(f){x)= sup (/i(x, n)-/2(x, n)).

As T is ergodic, for a.e. x, there is an n0 with x0 = r"°(x) e A and now

sup ifi(x,n)-f2{x,n))
n,T"(x)tEA

s sup ((/^x, no)-f2(x, no)) + (fl(xo,n-no)-f2(xo,n-no)))
n,T"(x)eA

sfi(x, n0) - / 2 (

hence </> is finite a.e.
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For e > 0, select an n so that T"(x) e A and

0^<t>{x)-{fx(x,n)-f2(x,n))<e.

Now

0^<f>{T(x))-(f1(T(x),n-l)-f2(T(x),n-l))

so

<j>(T(x))-<A(x)-(/,(*)-f2{x))> -e

for all e. Hence

<M T(x)) - <f>(x) - (/,(*) -f2(x)) > 0.

On the other hand, selecting n, T"(x)eA,

0^<j>(T(x))-(fl(T(x),n-l)-f2(T(x),n~l))<e

and as 0< <£(x)-(/,(*, n)-/2(x, «)),

for all e hence < 0 and the lemma follows. •

It is easy to show that the condition of this lemma is also necessary iff and/2 are
to differ by a coboundary.

It is well known that if ge L'(/x), then we can modify g by a coboundary to g
so that for a.e. x, \g{x)\ <2Jgdfi.=2Jg dfj.. Hence we can assume g is bounded.

Furthermore, as si is an algebra, if we solve the problem for eg, we solve it for
g. Hence we assume |g(x)|< 1.

Now to describe the format of our argument. We select parameters ê  with
Z, "*/ê  < 1/24, any such will do. We will select inductively a sequence Nj / oo, 1/ N, <
e,, and pairs of sets (b,, (,-) standing for bottom and top,

and for each xeb, there is an Ni>ni(x)>NJ2 with T">{x'(x)e tt and if 0< n <

Furthermore Bt = \JxtEbl (U^'io*' T"(x)) has /a(B,) > 1 - e,. Notice that tt and B,
are disjoint, tf occupying one level beyond Bt.

This is simply a special sort of block structure which, as we shall see, is not
difficult to construct. If xe bt, then the set of points x, T(x),..., Tn<(x)~l we will
call an i-block.

Along with this block structure we will have a sequence of functions f e M and
sets A,, btu T - ' U J c U J . , At, so that:

(i) |y|(x)|< 12\/e,_, uniformly on X for i> 1; and for i> 1
(ii) /i(A,)>: 1 — lOVe,-!; and

(iii) if xedi, 7"(x)en^= 1 A, n< n,(x), then

«)-'z /(^,n)
LEMMA 14. If we can construct the functions f e s& and sets A, as above, theorem 12
follows.
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Proof. Applying lemma 13, let A = O°°=1 A,-, /u(A)>5, and let / = XjL,./Je ̂  a s

is closed under uniform convergence.
Suppose x, T"(x)eA = nr=i A- The s e t °f points

B,-=U ( n,.(x)-n \

U TJ(x)\
j=0 /has jLt(B,-)sl-MEj, so for a.e. x, x lies in infinitely many Bt. Hence for i0,

" Ijlio+i ^ < i ar>d x e bio, x = T">(x) and nx,nx + n< nio(x). As both x, Tn(x) e Aio,

:*,«)-(xx(*,«)+ |+iX(*>"))

g(x, n, + n ) - £ fj(x, /i, + n ) - ( g ( x , n , ) ~ I /J(x, nL

oo / n-\ \

- I+i(loJ5(T*(x))J

D

It remains to construct inductively our towers given by (bh (,-), functions ftesi and
sets A,.

To get the construction started, we can set Ao = X, and now construct a Rochlin
tower Bx, T (B , ) . . . ^ " ' ( B , ) , where

CS'--')
Select / , e i , | | / , - g | | i < ei/JV,, | / , |< 1, uniformly on X. Thus for a subset b

Let f ^ T ^ ' H b i ) and

A, = UiVr''(&,).
Thus (<i, fei),/i and Aj satisfy conditions (ii) and (iii). Now suppose we have
constructed (th bj),fj, Aj for; = 1 , . . . , ( i - l ) satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii). To construct
the next level, select iV, so large:

that we can build a Rochlin tower of height Nt, Bt, T{Bt),..., TN' '(#.), with

(a) U J
N =o 1 r (B, . ) )> l - E , /3 ;

(b) for all xe B,^-1
 XBiJP(x))>(l-2e^l)Ni; and

(c) for each x€iB, there is 0<j(x)< e.TVj/6, N,(1 -(ei/6))< fc(x)< iVi; so that
r w ( x ) e 6,-_, and T*(x)(x)e »,-_,.
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Conditions (b) and (c) are fairly simple applications of the pointwise ergodic
theorem. Let

bt = U Tj(x\x),
xeJ,

and

t, = U TkM(x),
IEB,

and if x= r ( i ) ( x ) e f t ; then

n,(x) = fc(x)-;(*)•
Letting

/ n.(x)-l \

<= U U T'{x) ,
\xet>: j = 0 /

For each x £ ft, we still have
(b') I ^ o ' " 1 XB,JP(X)) > (1 -2(e<_1 +

For each xeb,-, the integers 0 , 1 , . . . , n , (x ) - l can be broken into consecutive
intervals I0,J^,I1,J2,I2,-,Js,Is where 70, / , , . . . , /s correspond to (i -1)-blocks
in the orbit of x, and Jx,... Js are the intervals in between, hence each begins in
/,_! and ends just before the next bi_-i. Expand each J: to a minimal Jj with

Z XB, , ( r ( x ) ) > ( l - 3 V ^ ) c a r d ( J J )

The Jj <= {0 , . . . , n,(x) -1} certainly exist but need not be disjoint. Write

U J, = U -̂,
i = l 7 = 1

a disjoint union where each Jt is contained in some Jh and the Jj are a maximal
such collection of disjoint intervals. Each J, can be written as an ordered union of
Ji's where any point in J, is in at most two consecutive elements of the union.
Consecutive Jj must overlap in at least one point by maximality. Thus

I XB,JTJ(X))> (1 -6^7,) card (Jt).

But as decreasing Jj by one term reverses the inequality,

jeJ,

and of course as card /, a 1, card (Jj) > l/3Ve,_! so

I XB, ,(r(x))<(l-3Vi

< (1 -3Vi^(l - V ^ ) ) card (/,)

and again as Jj can be written as an ordered union of Jj with each point in at most
two Jj's,

I XB, 1(r'(x))s(l-|>/i~;)card(J()
JGJ,
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so as the Jt are disjoint and cover the J,,

= I(card/,)=X

and so

i.e. all the Jt occupy a small fraction of 0 , . . . , n,(x) - 1 . Certainly the Jj can be
selected measurably in x e B,. Write U, -A = J(x) and define

A,= U U TJ(x).
x<Eb, jel(x)

This is our first approximation to A,. Certainly

We now define a first approximation to f{. Again fix an x. We think of the integers
0 , 1 , . . . , n,(x) - 1 as also representing the orbit points x, T(x),..., T">(x)~\ We
break this piece of orbit into disjoint blocks U, I2, • • •, Js, where each Ik is construc-
ted by taking a Jk, deleting the partial (i - 1)-block at its right end and completing
the (i-l)-block at its left end. Thus Ik can be written as

I\,k, J\,k, h,k, h,k, • • • , It(k),k, Jt(k),k,

where each Ilk is an (i-l)-block and JKk are the intervening integers. The corre-
sponding Jk can be written

&k, J\,k, h,k, • • • > It(k),k, Jt(k),k, Bk

where Bk and Bk are partial (i-l)-blocks. Let
i - l

g(x, n) = g(x, n) - £ fj(x, n),

and we know

so as
'CO

X card (/J>fc)<6v/e~^ card (/,),

I I g(x)<12V^Iicard(Ji)

For each 7,
i - l

si ^1,
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as both b,_, and T

D. J. Rudolph

are in Oj=i A-i- Thus

(x) <6v/e,_1 card (/&)•

()
TI card (Jfc) + £ card (J;,fc)

Define fj(x) = 0 if x i. B, and if x £ Af. Otherwise for some x e fef, x e Jfc for some k.
In this case set

/,(*) = I g(x)/card/fc.

Thus

uniformly on X. Furthermore

so if XE bi,

I g(x)= I ii(x),
xe/t IEJ,

7 = 1

then if xo= T"(x) is the initial point of the (i-l)-block containing x,
_ i - i

\ft(x, n)-g(x, n)| = | g ( x o , n - n ) | < £ e,-.
7 = 1

To finish the argument, select/je^ approximating / so well in V(fi), bounded
uniformly by 12Ve~^ that for a subset fo.cfej, /x(fe.)/ p(.bi)>\-(ei/2Ni), if X G ^ ,

We thus have
(i) | / (x) |< \2sJ7~x uniformly on X.

Now

SO

(ii)

If x € b, and T"(x) £
(iii) |

i, « — ni(x) we conclude
/(x, n)-/,(x, n)| + |/(x, n)-g(x, D
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